
Economics & Ecology

Talent
+ Education
+ Experience

Common good

Advanced Master Program to address 
pressing environmental issues
(taught in the south of France - entirely in English)



 • Assessing the ecological impacts of economic 
activities?
 • Preserving biodiversity

 •Managing land & natural resources
in eco-friendly ways?

 • Designing economic policies to tackle 
ecological issues?

Then this interdisciplinary Master
in Economics and Ecology is for you!

Helping you towards a problem-solving career in any 
organization that faces challenges at the interface of 
ecology and economics:
companies, governmental bodies, NGOs, supranational 
organisations, local stakeholders, think tanks or research.

Looking for a career in:

This course opened me to a new way of thinking which I 
am about to implement in a regenerative farming system. 

I hope to put an ecological perspective at the centre of 
economic decisions, with a view to simultaneously complete 
a PhD looking at what lessons for sustainable finance and 
business models can be taken from an ecological approach, 
and it’s relevance to ultimately address global issues such 
as biodiversity loss and climate change. 

Luke Edwards
(Masters graduate in Economics and Ecology)
Self-Employed - Implementation of regenerative farming system

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqHXXLvchdQ


Innovative economics and ecology courses 
taught by renowned international faculty in 3 
leading research centers at:

 • TSE, Toulouse School of Economics
 • SETE, Theoretical and Experimental 
Ecology Station

 • EDB, Evolution & Biological Diversity 
laboratory

I Hands-on experience in the French Pyrenees, 
home of large-scale ecological experiments.

I Teamwork to foster the ability of students 
with economics and ecology backgrounds to 
communicate and collaborate.

I Job opportunities through TSE’s and UT3’s 
networks of well-known French and international 
companies, organizations and alumni network.

Why apply?

EV O L U T I O N
&  D IVERSITÉ
B IOLOGIQUE

S E T E



1 Esplanade de l’Université
31080 Toulouse Cedex 06
www.tse-fr. eu


